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Project Aims:
The goal of this project is to develop and pilot a step-by-step guide that your market
will be able to use to conduct seasonal price comparisons. This would assess the value of
your market’s “in season” items, which can be purchased with Wholesome Wave Georgia
(WWG) Double Value Coupon Program (DVCP). This data will be compared with the same
items at nearby grocery and corner stores. This Price Comparison tool was guided by the
United States Department of Agriculture’s Community Food Security Assessment Toolkit.
Pre-Data Planning
Create Categories:
1. Store size/type
a. Supermarket,
b. Large Grocery,
c. Small Grocery,
d. Convenience,
e. Specialty Gas/Grocery and
f. Other types (please specify).
2. Method of farming classification
a. Certified organic
b. Conventional nonorganic
c. Certified natural
d. Other organic
Choose comparison stores:
Your area may not have all of the store types listed; however, it is important to
chose a target area bound by a geographical radius or some other criterion like a maximum
time using public transportation or streets with sidewalks. For the pilot project we chose a
2-mile radius around each farmers market. We then picked three of the stores most
frequented by SNAP users that fell into separate store size categories. Decide which stores
are most important for your market and select them from your pre-specified target area.

In small stores:
•

Have an informal script about what you doing and ask on-site managers for
permission to collected data.

In larger groceries and supermarkets:
•

It may be less necessary to make your presence formal. However, if you want a more
detailed process for requesting permission to record data at stores please check out
the USDA Community Food Security Assessment Toolkit in appendix A.

Food Selection:
The nature of farmers markets lends itself to large variability in the food items
available. For this reason it necessary to limit foods to those available during a particular
growing season. Visit your local farmers market and record the food item, price, weight,
method of farming, and other variables in the tool found in appendix B. Use this list of items
in selecting foods at surrounding stores.
Depending on the fruit or vegetable type, grocers may not have fresh comparable items.
The following is a method for dealing with this issue:
•

Collect data from canned goods and/or frozen fruit and vegetables. The main goal is
to capture items that are considered equivalently calorie dense.

•

Record data in the tool on these items. It is important to capture the same weight for
foods so that shoppers will know the value from your market in comparison to other
stores. Make a note that the item was preserved (canned, frozen, etc).

While it is certainly not fair to compare these items, it is important to understand what
options people in your community have for those particular foods.

Food Pricing:
1. Choose the least expensive item of equivalent size at the store, when comparing
prices.
2. Record sale prices if it is necessary.
3. In addition, record organic options if available.
Quality Measure for Seasonal Fruits and Vegetables
The following information was adapted from the Nutrition Environment Measures Survey
(NEMS) Store Measures:
Quality is the most subjective part of this research design. Because of its subjectivity
you need to do some pre-data collection training. The study team should collect photos of
fruits and vegetables they would deem acceptable and unacceptable. Select a third-party
who is blinded to the stores being examined and from which stores the photos are taken.
This person should categorize pictures of the fruits fit into one of two categories based on
the definitions provided below: “Unacceptable” (UA) or ‘Acceptable” (A). If there is some
doubt when rating produce please refer to option 3.
Record Quality of item by marking “A” for acceptable and “UA” for unacceptable.
1. Acceptable= peak condition, top quality, good color, fresh, firm and clean
2. Unacceptable= bruised, old looking, mushy, dry, overripe, dark sunken spots in
irregular patches or cracked or broken surfaces, signs of shriveling, mold or
excessive softening
3. These ratings are based on the majority (>50%) of fruits. If it seems difficult to
describe whether to mark “A” or “UA”, mark “UA” take a photo and describe in
comments section.

Examples:
If more than 50% of the onions looked like this photo, this item would receive a UA for
Quality

Though these apples are not perfect, the majority is in good condition, so this grocery
would receive an “A” for Quality. We are not looking for perfection with the “A” measure.

This broccoli could potentially receive an “A” measure if more than 50% of the stock looked
fresh like the bunches in this photo.

The study team should also classify the photos and compare the results to the third
party. This serves as a training to ensure that the study team has a fair and equal definition
of acceptable and unacceptable produce. For the remainder of the study, the research team
will be able to rate the quality of the produce at comparison sites while they are collecting
the price data.
Analysis
Enter all data into the data collection excel tool (Appendix B). Compile the prices per
ounce of each food item and stratify them by store (Table 1). Create a category for the
Double Value Coupon Program that halves the farmers’ market price.
Table 1: Example Data Analysis Table
Farmers
Market
Broccoli
$0.20/oz
Carrots
$0.10/oz
Spinach
$0.30 /oz
*These are not actual data.
Food Item

½ Price
(DVCP)
$0.10 /oz
$0.05 /oz
$0.15/ oz

Store 1

Store 2

$0.12 /oz
$0.10 /oz
$0.10 /oz

$0.06 /oz
$0.08 /oz
$0.20 /oz

Average
Difference
$0.02 /oz
-$0.04/oz
$0.00 /oz

Create another category that subtracts the average store price from the DVCP price. Use
the following formula:

𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 = 𝐷𝑉𝐶𝑃 𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒 −

𝑆𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑒 1 + 𝑆𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑒 2
2

Another way to analyze the data is by food item. You can use something like Table 1.
This type of analysis assumes that the items you are comparing are identical. Another way
to compare by whole food items is to multiply the price per ounce by a standardized unit of
food such a one pound of carrots or 12 ounces of kale.
Quality can be analyzed as the percentage of compared food items classified as
acceptable. The percentage items that were local and/or organic can also measure quality.
These are important factors to consider in your study especially when community
members do not have easy access to these types of foods.
Reporting
A table like Table 1 is an important way to report standardized differences in all of
your compared food items. It is less practical for consumers. You may consider reporting
the differences as a basket of food. Sum the prices of each standard-weight food item
selected for your basket for both the farmers market (DVCP price) and the commercial
stores. Compare these prices side-by-side taking into account the differences in the
products. For example the food from Table 1 might be included in my basket that contains
2 pounds of broccoli, 2 pounds of carrots, and 12 ounces of spinach. In this case you would
report that identical baskets of food would be priced at $6.60 from the farmers market and
$7.24 at the commercial stores. It is important to use standard measures that reflect what
consumers really buy rather than a basket full of things that are cheaper at the farmers
market. In this example you could also highlight the differences between your farmers
market and the commercial stores such as proximity to public transit, organic/local foods
available, and the freshness of your products.

Reporting requires thinking about the consumers and marketing this information to
highlight the advantage of shopping at a farmers market. Identifying lower prices
facilitated by Wholesome Wave Georgia’s Double Value Coupon Program is just one of the
ways in which you can encourage your community to buy from their local farmers market.

Appendix A: USDA Community Food Environment Assessment Toolkit: Food Store
Survey Instrument and Materials
http://www.ers.usda.gov/media/327695/efan02013appc_1_.pdf

Appendix B: Survey Instrument for Price Comparison Studies
date initials location

item oz list price/#

calc price/oz

calc price/lb

organic?

GA? notes

